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THE ROLE OF NATIONAL RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT SOCIETIES IN THE 
PREVENTION OF PROBLEMS INVOLVING MINORITIES

(interim report)

1. Introduction

1.1 The mandate

Resolution 3 of the Council of Delegates (Budapest, 1991) gave the Commission on 
the Red Cross, Red Crescent and Peace (hereinafter the Peace Commission) a 
mandate to "promote the implementation, by all the components of the Movement, of 
the Programme of Action of the Red Cross and Red Crescent as a factor of peace and 
the Fundamental Guidelines for the contribution of the Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Movement to true peace in the world". In this regard, the Peace Commission was 
assigned several tasks in the sphere of human rights, in particular as concerns the 
Movement’s role to protect minority rights. In the same resolution, the Council of 
Delegates also asked the Peace Commission to define "specific Red Cross and Red 
Crescent action to foster greater understanding between different cultures, ethnic, 
social and cultural groups".

On the basis of the list of priorities drawn up at its 33rd meeting on 14 and 15 
October 1992, the Peace Commission asked the Henry Dunant Institute to examine 
minority issues and the preventive measures which could foster understanding 
between peoples. At its 34th meeting on 16 and 17 April 1993, the Peace 
Commission heard and approved the Institute’s plans for the study, entitled "The Role 
of National Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies in the Prevention of Problems 
Involving Minorities".

1.2 Aim of the study

Today’s world is characterized by tension arising from minority problems and ethnic 
or national claims. In this context, the Movement was right to look into how it could 
help minimize unrest and defuse the tension which can escalate into violent clashes. 
The study aimed to define the role of National Societies in practical and tangible 
terms. To that end, as detailed a repertory as possible was made of the activities 
already undertaken by the Movement’s components and other organizations. All the 
National Societies were informed about the project in a letter inviting them to share 
their experiences in this field.

1.3 Working definition of basic concepts: minority/prevention

Since the study set out to recommend down-to-earth measures, the concept of 
minority had to be limited to its ethnic and cultural dimension. The following
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definition was therefore agreed on: "nationalities or ethnic, linguistic or cultural 
groups which differ substantially by reason of characteristics from other groups that 
make a sovereign State"? This limited definition, which focuses on established 
minorities, does not preclude later reflection, in subsequent studies, on groups of 
recent immigrants or social minorities.

The concept of prevention, however, was much more broadly defined as going 
beyond negotiation or mediation in case of conflicts. It covers all measures of a 
nature to anticipate a violent conflict, in keeping with two objectives: on the one hand 
to reduce the probability of hostilities breaking out, and on the other to lay down the 
conditions in time of peace for rapid action to be taken when tension flares and, 
subsequently, in the face of actual fighting. Preventive measures can therefore be of 
different types, as evidenced by the topics discussed at the seminar (see description 
under point 2 below).

1.4 Phases of the study

The study was carried out over one year. The first months focused on identifying 
links, in the light of the Movement’s Fundamental Principles, between minority 
problems and Red Cross and Red Crescent activities. Once this conceptual base had 
been established, research efforts centred on preparations for the seminar: collecting

information on the widest possible range of practical experience, and contacting 
persons able to contribute to the discussions. The seminar took place as planned from 
16 to 18 September 1993. There were 29 participants comprising ICRC, Federation, 
National Societies and Henry Dunant Institute staff and representatives from the UN 
and other organizations concerned with the issue (see attached list of participants). 
The study will end with the publication of a summary report including the proposals 
put forward. This will be sent to all the National Societies.

2. Description of the areas in which the National Societies can take action (see attached 
programme)

N.B. The following description of the seminar sessions gives a brief overview of the 
topics discussed. It in no way reflects the diversity of the ideas expressed and the 
suggestions made during the plenary meetings. These will be presented in detail in 
the final report.

1 United Nations document E/CN. 4/Sub. 2/1991 /43, p. 48.
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2.1 General comments

Generally speaking, the seminar sessions were divided into three parts: the first 
session aimed to inform the participants about standards and current trends with 
regard to the protection of minorities; sessions 2 to 6 dealt with the areas in which 
the National Societies could play a role in easing tension between groups; and session 
7 served as an opportunity for the National Societies and the other organizations 
concerned to share examples of action already taken.

The topics discussed are central to the prevention of inter-ethnic strife. Some 
encourage the National Societies to change their attitudes, some to reconsider their 
organization and political wist, and others to take preventive action.

2.2 Session 2: "Outreaching to minorities"

The good will that prompts an offer to assist a minority group does not automatically 
guarantee a constructive outcome. The assistance given can even, depending on the 
approach, exacerbate a situation of heightened tension.

One factor of ethnic tension mentioned by the specialists was the denial of a group’s 
right to live and develop in keeping with its own culture. The aim of this session was 
to pinpoint the cultural barriers which could hamper communication between the 
persons offering assistance and those receiving it, leading the latter to interpret the 
gesture as negating their identity.

The discussions in plenary immediately brought to light the need to have 
representatives of the target group take part in the drawing up and implementation of 
any development project concerning the group, so as to overcome cultural barriers. 
The participants repeatedly stressed that conflicts were often the result of 
misunderstanding and a lack of communication. The point was also clearly made that 
greater interaction between groups would foster mutual understanding.

2.3 Session 3: "Participation"

The preceding session laid the groundwork for a discussion on the participation of 
minorities at all levels within the National Society. Although the participants 
recognized and affirmed the duty of the National Society to reflect the cultural 
diversity of the environment in which it worked, opinions differed as to how to 
remedy a situation in which minorities were often rarely or not at all represented in 
the National Society. Several possible courses of action were proposed, including the 
"affirmative action" approach, which often involves a system of quotas. A number 
of doubts were expressed on the system of quotas, which implies that to attain the 
proportional representation desired in the work force a set number of places have to
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be set aside for the group concerned.2

2.4 Session 4: "Impartiality"

The discussion on the previous point continued into the afternoon devoted to 
examination of the compatibility between the principle of impartiality and the 
protection of minorities. Mrs. Harroff-Tavel reminded those present that, by virtue 
of the principle of impartiality, the National Societies had a duty to recruit their 
members from among all communities. She also pointed out that the Movement could 
be called on to pay special attention to minorities when, as a result of discriminatory 
treatment, they constituted particularly vulnerable or underprivileged groups.3 There 
was further debate on what measures the National Societies would be willing to take, 
not only to keep the Society open to minorities but also to encourage them to join. 
The session stressed the imperative need for the National Societies to remain as 
independent as possible vis-a-vis the State, as independence was the best means of 
ensuring that it was seen to be impartial and was a condition for its universal 
acceptance.

2.5 Session 5: "Prevention of conflicts and resolution of disputes"

In session 5, the participants examined the ways in which the National Societies could 
contribute to the prevention of conflicts and the peaceful settlement of disputes, in 
cooperation with regional and international entities.

During his presentation, Mr. Rupesinghe emphasized the need to forward information 
on an emerging conflict rapidly to those concerned, so that steps, in particular 
preventive diplomatic action, could be taken before the situation deteriorated further. 
Mr. Rupesinghe asked the National Societies how they managed the information they 
had. He did not receive a constructive reply. The participants stressed that, by virtue 
of the principles of neutrality and independence, it was not up to the National 

2
In view of a change in circumstances, several entities had already adopted personnel policies to 
correct an existing discriminatory situation which had visibly affected the composition of the work 
force. There were several ways of doing this, some more passive, others more active. In the most 
passive models (known as equal opportunity models), the employer ensures that no group is 
subjected to discrimination by including a verification system in the procedures for recruiting and 
promoting staff. The other extreme, the most active model, adopts a policy of preferential treatment 
for a specific group with a view to its being treated on an equal footing as the majority. This system 
usually implies the application of quotas under which the employer hires a determined proportion 
of the group so that they are adequately represented among the staff. Specific examples are 
described in the contributions to the seminar made by Mrs. C. Thomas, Mr. M. Banton and Mr. 
O. Andrysek.

3 See Mrs. M. Harroff-Tavel’s contribution to the seminar and the article she published in the IRRC, 
November-December 1989, No. 273, pp. 536-552.
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Societies to share the information they had with organizations outside the Movement, 
and that the National Societies had neither the capacity nor the means to undertake 
preventive diplomatic action. Unfortunately, time was too short to go into the topic 
at greater length. The prevention of conflicts in terms of cooperation with other 
organizations and mediation is not limited to information-sharing and preventive 
diplomacy. Other avenues remain to be explored, such as the collection of 
information within a National Society itself and for its own purposes; the 
dissemination of knowledge about the peaceful means of preventing conflicts and 
settling disputes; and offering a neutral ground for the communities concerned to 
discuss their differences from the humanitarian point of view. All these questions 
remain to be dealt with: the answers will indicate how the National Societies can 
make the most direct contribution to the prevention of conflicts and the peaceful 
settlement of disputes.

2.6 Session 6: "Dynamics of violence"

This was the last session on the areas in which the National Societies could potentially 
help prevent conflicts. Countless times during the seminar the participants said how 
difficult it was for the National Societies to meet needs while at the same time 
complying with the Movement’s Fundamental Principles, in particular when tension 
escalated into violence or when a conflict was imminent. The aim of the session was 
to describe the phases of mounting tension between groups and to pinpoint the first 
signs of nascent violence, so as to be prepared to take action at an early stage.

Mr. Kux presented a theoretical model on the subject which Mr. Obradovic, who had 
experienced the conflict in the former Yugoslavia, said he had seen in practice. The 
model will be included, possibly with additional information from Mr. Kux, in the 
final report.

2.7 Session 7: "Reviewing some constructive initiatives"

The final afternoon of the seminar was set aside for the presentation of activities 
already undertaken by the Movement and by other organizations. We have taken 
particular not of :

- the awareness campaigns and programmes promoting greater intercultural 
understanding, in particular by the use of interactive educational methods;

- the experience of the Northern Ireland Branch of the British Red Cross, concerning 
in particular the joint activities involving both Protestant and Catholic, 
communities

These experiences were greeted with lively interest by the participants, who expressed 
a desire to share others of the same type, particularly through enhanced cooperation 
between the Movement’s components and with the organizations concerned.
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3. Conclusions and suggestions for implementation

The seminar did not adopt formal conclusions. However, in the light of the 
discussions which had taken place and the preparatory work done beforehand, it was 
clear that the National Societies could act at three interdependent levels. The 
implications vary depending on the level: some of them encourage the National 
Societies to adapt their way of functioning and their attitudes, others to shift the 
emphasis in their programmes, and others to undertake specific activities. None of 
the suggestions made below claims to be decisive or conclusive; they are offered as 
a basis for discussion with a view to maximizing the potential of National Societies 
to act or react in respect of problems involving minorities. The final report will 
contain more detailed information on the means of implementing them.

3.1 At the institutional level

The guidelines for action described below follow on the seminar’s observation that 
it was imperative for the National Society to reflect ethnic-cultural diversity in their 
composition, and that they had to take particular care to safeguard their image of 
impartiality and their operational capacity to help all groups in the society in which 
they functioned.

- If the usual procedures followed by the National Society for the recruitment, 
appointment and promotion of members (volunteers and paid staff) do not enable 
minority members to be represented at all levels, then the National Society should 
take affirmative action to correct what is in fact a discriminatory situation, in 
particular by adapting its personnel policy on the basis of existing models.4

- Form a consultative committee made up of different ethnic and cultural groups to 
report, on a regular basis, on the condition of minorities.

- Promote a decentralized structure allowing the National Society to be present in 
all parts of the country.

- Consider issuing a statement from the National Society’s executive body urging the 
branches to take positive action to involve minorities and committing itself to 
reporting on progress made annually.

- Strengthen the independence of the National Societies and aim to limit the 
involvement of the public authorities in National Society affairs.

- Ensure that National Society statutes are drafted with the greatest possible regard 
for the principle of impartiality which guarantees access to the National Society to 

4 See footnote 2 above.
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all, with no discrimination based on race, religion or any similar considerations.

3.2 At the operational level

- Strict adherence to the principle of impartiality, which specifies that the Movement 
"makes no discrimination as to nationality, race, religious beliefs, class or 
political opinions. It endeavours to relieve the suffering of individuals, being 
guided solely by their needs, and to give priority to the most urgent cases of 
distress”. The principle of impartiality precludes setting a minority apart as such, 
but it does create an obligation to give that minority particular attention when, as 
a result of discriminatory treatment, it constitutes a particulary vulnerable or 
underprivileged group.5

- Ensure that the beneficiaries of a project are involved in all the stages of the 
programme (identifying needs, planning, implementation).

- Provide not just material aid, but also skills and knowledge, so that the 
beneficiaries can be increasingly involved in meeting their own needs.

- Stimulate creative approaches closely reflecting the characteristics of the 
environment in which the National Society is operating.

- Pay close attention to attitudes, types of behaviour and symbols which can offend 
minorities and prevent them to identify with the National Society.

- Asa member of the Red Cross or the Red Crescent, be attentive to the aspects of 
one’s own identity and to the values and prejudices it implicitly transmits and 
which can give a distorted image to a minority.

3. In terms of preventive action

- In dissemination activities, emphasize the problems of minorities in the light of the 
Red Cross and Red Crescent Fundamental Principles and draw attention to the 
minority rights which stem from the general principle of tolerance, such as the 
right to express one’s own identity.

- Teach paid staff and volunteers about minorities and train them to spot the warning 
signs that herald a conflict.
Means: keep abreast of minority issues and include the topic of minorities in 
dissemination activities.

- Be familiar with and spread knowledge of peaceful means of settling conflicts and 

5 See footnote 3 above.
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the international and regional mechanisms for preventing conflicts.

Suggested method: The Henry Dunant Institute should build up a collection of 
documents on the subject and publish a short guide for the use of National 
Societies executive members.

Step up efforts to have national educational authorities include in school 
programmes the dissemination of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Fundamental 
Principles and fundamental human rights, or any other general principles, such as 
tolerance, which could strengthen understanding between peoples, using interactive 
educational methods.

Suggested method: Step up the efforts already being made by certain National 
Societies, the ICRC and the Federation to promote intercultural education in 
schools. The Henry Dunant Institute could organize, in cooperation with other 
specialized organizations, a training seminar on intercultural education and an 
introduction to interactive methods.

Promote the preparation of intercultural educational material and encourage the 
adaptation of material already produced by certain National Societies and the 
Federation. Encourage the launching of public awareness campaigns.

Suggested method: Establish a collection at the Henry Dunant Institute of the 
relevant documents in order to make it easier to share experiences. The Henry 
Dunant Institute could also produce a guide on how to set up awareness campaigns 
or publish an annual review of constructive experiences and a list of addresses of 
organizations working in the field of minorities.

Encourage activities and events organized jointly by the Red Cross and Red 
Crescent institutions representing opposing communities.

Means: share experiences such as those of the Northern Ireland Branch of the 
British Red Cross. The Henry Dunant Institute could centralize the information.

Organize regional workshops and "listening sessions" in areas of tension.

Suggested method: The Henry Dunant Institute should train the moderators and 
provide support in the form of case studies, etc.

- Offer the interested communities a neutral ground on which to discuss their 
differences from the humanitarian point of view.

- Keep a particularly close watch on emerging tension and the warning signs of 
disturbances, with a view to taking early action in accordance with the measures 
described under point 3 above.
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4. Suggestions concerning the ICRC and the Federation specifically

- When the statutes of a National Society are amended, ensure that they conform 
strictly to the Movement’s Fundamental Principles, in particular that of 
impartiality.

- Help the National Societies in their efforts to remain independent of the State.

- Make allowance for the fact, when the circumstances justify it, that minorities 
often have problems that put them on the same footing as particularly vulnerable 
or underprivileged groups.

- Encourage and support the National Societies in their efforts to implement the 
measures listed under point 3 above.

Jean-Luc Chopard



ANNEX 1

MINORITIES AND ACTIVITIES FOR THE

PREVENTION OF CONFLICTS

The Role of National Red Cross, Red Crescent Societies in the 
Prevention of Problems Involving Minorities

A seminar organised by the

Henry Dunant Institute

GENEVA, 16-17-18 SEPTEMBER 1993

Official Language: English

PROGRAMME

Wednesday, 15 September

Arrival in Geneva

Thursday, 16 September

09:00 Registration

Jiri Toman will act as moderator for the presentations 
and discussions

09:30 Opening addresses: Jiri Toman, Director a.i., Henry 
Dunant Institute

Yves Sandoz, Director, Principles Law 
and Relations with the Movement, 
International Committee of the Red 
Cross (ICRC)

George Weber, Acting Secretary 
General, International Federation of 
the Red Cross, Red Crescent Societies 
(Federation)
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10:15 Beginning of sessions.

CHAIRMANSHIP: Yves Sandoz and François Bugnion, 
(respectively Director and Deputy Director; 
Principles, Law and Relations with the 
Movement, ICRC) will alternatively act as 
chairman

10:15 SESSION 1: CONCEPT AND GENERAL PRESENTATION

* Asbjorn Eide (Director, Norwegian Institute of Human 
Rights, Oslo)

- The Concept of Minorities

- International Standards and Conflict Resolution in 
Situations Involving Minorities

- Role of National Red Cross, Red Crescent Societies in 
the Concert of Other Organisations Working with 
Minorities

11:45 Plenary discussion

12:30 Lunch at the Henry Dunant Institute

13:45 SESSION 2: OUTREACHING TO MINORITIES

* Kumar Rupesinghe (Secretary General, International 
Alert, London)

- Identity of Minorities: Methods of Communication and 
Approach

* Lloyd A. During (President, Sierra Leone Red Cross 
Society)

Mamoun Yousif Hamid (President, Sudanese Red Crescent 
Society)

- Difficulties of Communication Among Different Ethno 
Cultural Groups

* Nicholas Gheorghe (General Secretary, Federation of 
Roms from Rumania; Research Fellow in the Institute of 
Sociology at the Rumanian Academy)

- Issues to Consider for Successfully Reaching out to 
Minorities

15:15 Plenary discussion
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Friday 17 September

09 : 00 SESSION 3: PARTICIPATION

* Philippe Abplanalp - Kathleen Graf (Experts, Principles
Law and Relations with the Movement, ICRC)

- Minorities in Red Cross, Red Crescent National 
Societies: Legal Aspects, Election, Recruitment and 
Administrative Organisation

* Oldrich Andrysek (Head of Central European Desk, UNHCR, 
Geneva
Constance Thomas (Senior Official, Equality and Human 
Rights Coordination Branch, International Labor 
Organisation)

- Affirmative Action Implications and Positive 
Experiences

* V.T. Nathan (Chairman, International Affairs, Malaysian 
Red Crescent Society)

- Cultural Diversity in a Red Cross/Red Crescent 
Society

* Fabrizio Sabelli (Professor, University Institute for 
Development Studies, Geneva)

- Participation: Social Reality, Conditionality and 
Fiction

10:30 Plenary discussion

12:00 Lunch Break
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13:15 SESSION 4; IMPARTIALITY

* Marion Harroff-Tavel (Deputy General Delegate, ICRC)

- Impartiality as a Pre-Condition in Reaching out to 
Minorities

* Keith Gower (Director General, South African Red Cross)
- Obstacles in Acting Impartially and Difficulties in 

Being Perceived as Impartial

14:15 Plenary discussion

14:45 SESSION 5: PREVENTION OF CONFLICTS AND RESOLUTION OF 
DISPUTES

* Kumar Rupesinghe (Secretary General, International 
Alert)

- Existing Mechanisms for Peaceful Settlement of 
Disputes; Possible Contribution of the National Red 
Cross/Red Crescent Societies

* Andres Guerrero (Education for Development Officer, 
UNICEF)

- Teaching Peace in Times of Conflicts: UNICEF 
Education for Development Approach

15:30 Plenary discussion
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Saturday 18 September

09:00 SESSION 6: DYNAMICS OF VIOLENCE

* Stephan Kux (Professor in International Relations at 
the University of Zurich, Switzerland)

- Escalation of Tensions: The Stages Leading to 
Violence

* Kosta Obradovic (Professor and Senior Research Fellow 
at the Institute of International Politics and 
Economics in Belgrade)
- The Case of the Ex-Yugoslavian Red Cross

* Nicolas Borsinger (Head of Central Asia Desk, ICRC)

- Cycle of Violence and the Position of a Red Cross 
Individual

10:30 Plenary discussion

12:00 Lunch Break

13:15 SESSION 7: REVIEWING SOME CONSTRUCTIVE INITIATIVES

* Alberto De Castro (Head of Youth Department, Spanish 
Red Cross)
- Multi-Cultural Learning

* John Geoghagen (Head of Youth Department, Federation)
- Minority Package

* Nicholas Gheorghe (General Secretary, Federation of 
Roms from Rumania; Research Fellow in the Institute of 
Sociology at the Rumanian Academy) 
- Education Programme for Roms in Rumania
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* Linda Leonard (General Secretary, Northern Ireland 
Branch Headquarters)

- Inter Community Work

* Brigitte Wettengel (National Youth Director, German Red 
Cross)

- Anti-Racism Campaign and Anti-Racism Programmes in 
Schools and Other Educational Fields

16:15 FINAL SESSION 
17:00 END OF THE SEMINAR (Cocktail)



ANNEX 2

ROLE OF NATIONAL SOCIETIES IN THE PREVENTION

OF PROBLEMS INVOLVING MINORITIES

Geneva 16-17-18 September 1993

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS AND EXPERTS FROM OUTSIDE THE 
MOVEMENT

Participants

Ms. Linda Leonard
General Secretary

Mr, John Lewis Byrne 
Commissioner

Ms. Kristiina Kumpula 
Officer for International 
Education

Ms. Brigitte Wettengel 
Youth Director

Ms. Agnès Jantsits
Director International 
Services

Mr. Jiri Toman
Director a.i.
Mr. Jean-luc Chopard 
Research Coordinator

Mr. Nicolas Borsinger
Head of Central Asia Desk

Mr. François Bugnion 
Deputy Director, Principles 
Law and Relations with the 
Movement

Ms. Marion Harroff-Tavel 
Deputy General Delegate

Affiliation

British Red Cross
Northern Ireland Branch

Canadian Red Cross

Finnish Red Cross

German Red Cross

Hungarian Red Cross

Henry Dunant Institute

Henry Dunant Institute

International Committee 
of the Red Cross

International Committee 
of the Red Cross

International Committee 
of the Red Cross
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Mr. Yves Sandoz
Director, Principles
Law and Relations with 
the Movement

Mr. Goran Bâckstrand 
Head of External Affairs

Mr. John Geoghegan
Head of Youth Department

Mr. Regimantas Budrys 
Vice-President

Mr. V.J. Nathan
National Vice Chairman

Mr. Loyd A. During 
President

Mr. Keith Gower
Secretary General

Mr. Alberto De Castro
Head of Youth Department

Mr. Mamoun Yousif Hamid 
President

International Committee 
of the Red Cross

International Federation 
of the Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies

International Federation 
of the Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies

Lithuanian Red Cross

Malaysian Red Crescent

Sierra Leone Red Cross

South African Red Cross

Spanish Red Cross

Sudanese Red Crescent

Experts from Outside the Movement

Mr. Oldrich Andrysek

Mr. Michael Banton

Mr. Asbjorn Eide

Head of Central European Desk, UNHCR, 
Geneva
Professor, Department of Sociology, 
University of Bristol, Great Britain 
and member of the Committee for the 
Elimination of Racial Discrimination 
[CERD] (not present, submitted 
written contribution)

Director of Norwegian Institute of 
Human Rights and Special Rapporteur 
of the UN Sub-Commission on 
Prevention of Discrimination and 
Protection of Minorities
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Mr. Nicholas Gheorghe Research Fellow in the Institute of 
Sociology at the Rumanian Academy, 
General Secretary Federation of Roms 
from Rumania

Mr. Andres Guerrero Education for Development Officer, 
UNICEF, Geneva

Mr. Stephan Kux Professor of International Relations 
at the University of Zürich, 
Switzerland

Mr. Kosta Obradovic Professor and Senior Research Fellow 
at the Institute of International 
Politics and Economics in Belgrade

Mr. Kumar Rupesinghe Secretary General, International
Alert, London

Mr. Fabrizio Sabelli Professor, University Institute for 
Development Studies, Geneva

Ms. Constance Thomas Senior Official, Equality and Human
Rights Coordination Branch,
International Labour Organisation, 
Geneva



ANNEX 3

ROLE OF NATIONAL 
RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT SOCIETIES 

IN THE PREVENTION OF PROBLEMS INVOLVING MINORITIES

PROVISIONAL RESULTS OF EXPENDITURES AND RECEIPTS

Expenditures

Staff costs
Mission expenses 
General expenses 
Documentation 
Translation
Printing
Overheads

In us dollars

55'193.-
20’099.-
6’433.-

847.-
3'667.-
4'667.—
9'093.—

TOTAL 100'000.-

Contributions received as at 30.09.1993 :

ICRC 30'000.-
Swiss Government 6'667.—
Private donations 5'533.—
European Community 13'837.-

TOTAL 55'837.-

Pledges

European Community 3'830.-
Private donations 2'000.-

TOTAL 5'830.-

TOTAL RECEIPT 61'667.-

Deficit 38'333.-



di
INSTITUT HENRY-DUNANT

To the Members of the Commission on the Red Cross, Red Crescent and Peace

With a view to the Commission's discussions pertaining to the study on "The role of National 
Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies in the prevention of problems involving minorities", I 
take pleasure in forwarding the interim report drawn up by Mr. Jean-Luc Chopard. The 
report's conclusions and suggestions are not necessarily those of the people who took part in 
the seminar on the subject. In keeping with the study's aim, they reflect the possibilities for 
action which emerged from the preparatory work and the seminar itself. I should also like to 
draw your attention to the fact that the study is underfunded (see annex).
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